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1. INTRODUCTION 
A quiver Q is a finite oriented graph which can contain more than one 
arrow between two vertices, as well as loops and oriented cycles. For n a 
positive integer, Q, is the set of oriented paths of length n of Q, where the 
length is the number of arrows of the oriented path. Notice that Q, is the 
set of vertices and Q, the set of arrows. Let k be a field and kQo = x St po ks 
be the commutative semi-simple algebra with Q0 as a k-basis of idem- 
potents. For each arrow a E Q, with source vertex s(a) = s and end vertex 
r(u) = t, the one dimensional vector space k, has an evident kQ,-bimodule 
structure: for u E Q,, we have au=6,,sa and ua=d,.,a, where 6 is the 
Kronecker symbol. In this way kQ, = @,, o, ka is a kQ,-bimodule and the 
quiver algebra kQ is the tensor algebra over kQo of the kQ,-bimodule 
kQt. Of course, kQ can also be described as the vector space 
kQo@ kQl 0 kQ, 0 ... where the multiplication of /?E Qj and CI E Qi is 
/3~ E Qj+, if t(a) = s(p) and 0 otherwise. 
Let now n be a finite dimensional k-algebra. We suppose that /i is 
Morita reduced and that the endomorphism ring of each simple n-module 
is k. This is equivalent to A/r = k x . . . x k, were r is the Jacobson radical 
of /i. By definition, the set of vertices of the Gabriel’s quiver Q of /i is the 
set of isomorphism classes of simple /i-modules. If S and T are simple 
n-modules, the number of arrows from S to T is dim,Exti(S, T). 
By an observation of Gabriel [6; 7,4.3] every k-algebra n such that 
A/r = k x . .. x k admits a presentation, that is, an algebra surjection 
cp: kQ,, -+ A whose kernel Z verifies F” c Zc F2, where F is the two-sided 
ideal of kQ,, generated by Ql and m is some positive integer. Such ideals 
Z of a quiver algebra are called admissible. In general an algebra n has not 
a unique presentation, that is, two different admissible two-sided ideals Z 
and J of a quiver algebra kQ can give isomorphic k-algebras kQ/Z and 
kQ/J 
By definition, we say that a k-algebra /i is a truncated quiver algebra if 
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it admits a presentation cp: kQ,, -+ A such that ker cp = F” for m > 2. In fact 
this is an intrinsic notion. More precisely, let us suppose that kQ/Z is 
isomorphic to kQ/F” for Z an admissible two-sided ideal of kQ. The radical 
of kQ/Z is F/Z and we must have (F/Z)” = 0 because rad”(kQJFm) = 0. 
That means FmcZ and we have (kQ/F‘“)/(Z/F”)= kQJZ. We deduce 
dim,(Z/F”) = 0 so Z= F”. 
From this point of view, the truncated quiver algebras are a natural 
family of algebras to study. The main purpose of this paper is to determine 
which algebras in this family are rigid, giving a solution in this case to the 
problem of Gerstenhaber (see [8, p. 661). 
Notice that if m = 2 the truncated quiver algebras coincide with the 
algebras A such that AJr = k x ... x k and r2 = 0. We have studied their 
rigidity in [4]. However, we use new methods in this paper. The basic tool 
is always Hochschild cohomology (see [S] ). To study it we need a projec- 
tive resolution of an algebra A (considered as bimodule over itself) smaller 
than the usual one and first considered by Gerstenhaber and Schack [9] 
using relative Hochschild cohomology. We construct it in Section 2 for A 
a finite dimensional k-algebra such that A/r is a separable algebra. We infer 
an Hochschild cocomplex which enables us to make explicit considerations 
on cocycles. 
In Section 3 we,consider the spectral sequence associated to the filtration 
of an algebra A by the powers of its radical. It converges to the Hochschild 
cohomology of A and the differential at the first level is obtained using the 
cup-product with a canonical element of H’(A, r/r’). This description 
enables us to give in Section 4 conditions (called m-vanishing conditions) 
on Q equivalent to the fact that the terms of total degree 2 at level 2 of the 
spectral sequence vanish, for A a truncated quiver algebra. 
In the last section we give a non-trivial one-parameter deformation of 
the algebra kQ/F” when the m-vanishing conditions on Q are not satisfied. 
Collecting the results of Sections 4 and 5 we obtain the main result of this 
paper: a truncated quiver algebra kQ/F” is rigid if and only if Q satisfies 
the m-vanishing conditions. 
2. HOCHSCHILD COHOMOLOGY 
Let k be a field and A a k-algebra. The Hochschild cohomology groups 
H’(A, M) of A with coefficients in some A-bimodule A4 are, by definition, 
the groups Ext > Bans (A, M) where A Ok AoP is the envelopping algebra of 
A. Clearly there is a natural identification between A-bimodules and left 
A ak A”P-modules which gives the definition of a free or projective 
A-bimodule as well as the definition of a A-bimodule homomorphism. 
There is a standard resolution of the A-bimodule A using A-free 
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bimodules which gives, applying the functor Horn, _ A( -, M), the 
cocomplex defined by Hochschild in [lo], see [ 12, 21. 
From now on we suppose A to be finite dimensional over k and such 
that the semisimple k-algebra A/r is separable, where r is the Jacobson 
radical of A. In this situation, we are going to give a resolution of A smaller 
than the standard one using A-projective bimodules. Recall that a 
k-algebra E is separable if KOk E is a semisimple K-algebra for each field 
K containing k. This is equivalent for E to be a projective E-bimodule, and 
also to the fact that the center of the endomorphism skew field of each 
simple left A-module is a separable (in the Galois sense) extension of k, see 
[S, 121. In particular, if k is a perfect field our hypothesis on the finite 
dimensional algebra A is always satisfied. 
In case A/r is separable, the theorem of Wedderburn-Malcev (see 
[lo, 5, 133) asserts that there exist a subalgebra E of A such that 
A = E@ r. In that case we prove directly the following result of [9]: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra such that A/r is 
separable, and let A = E Q r be a decomposition of A as above. The following 
is a projective resolution of the A-bimodule A: 
where 
=/lx,@ ... @x;Op+ 1 (-l)‘~Ox,O .‘. O.X,Xj+,@ ... OXi@~ 
,=I 
+(-l)‘A@x,@ ‘.. @X,/L 
ProoJ: First we verify that the modules are all A-projective bimodules. 
Notice that E is separable, so the k-algebra EOk EoP is semisimple (see 
[S]) and all the E-bimodules are projective. In particular rBEi is projective 
and it follows immediately that A QE r @Ei@E A is a projective A-bimodule 
for i> 1. In order to include ABE A, just notice that A BE A = 
AaEEOEA. 
It is trivial to verify that 6 is a well-defined morphism of A-bimodules 
and that L12 = 0. We write 1= AE + i, the decomposition of each ,? E A in the 
direct sum E@r. We have an homotopy contraction 
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given by 
t(JQx10 ... QxiQp)= l@A,@Xi@ .*. @Xi@/L 
This r is well defined as a morphism of k-vector spaces, because 
A = E@r is a decomposition of E-bimodules. When we verify that 
6t + t6 = 1, we obtain 
(ht + tw 0 Xl 0 ... @xi@p)=l@(nx,),@ ... @Xi@P 
+&QxlQ ... QxiQp 
-l@R,x,@ ... @Xi@P. 
But (Ax,), = Ax, because x1 E r. Using that Ix, = AExl +&xi we have 
(6t+td)(lQx,Q ..* QXiQ/i) 
We consider now a A-bimodule M. In order to obtain the Hochschild 
cohomology H’(A, M) we have to apply the functor Horn,, -,J -, M) to 
the resolution of A in the lemma above. Using the easy identification 
Horn, -A(A OE XOE A, 44) = Horn,- E(X, M), 
where X is an E-bimodule, we obtain the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra such that AJr is 
separable, where.r is the Jacobson radical of A. Let E be a subalgebra of A 
such that A = E@ r and let M be a A-bimodule. 
The Hochschild cohomology vector spaces H’(A, M) are the cohomology 
groups of the cocomplex: 
O- MEA Horn,-,(r, M)4* Horn,-,(r@,r, M)A ... 
. . . L Hom,-E(r@Ei, M)-% ..., 
whereME=(m~M~sm=msforalls~E}, (dm)(x)=mx-xmformEME 
and x E r, and 
(df)(x,@ *.* Oxi+1)=xlf(x20 “0 @xi+,) 
+I (-l)‘f(x10 ..’ QxjXj+16 “’ Oxi+,) 
+(-l)i+‘f(Xi@ ... @xi)xi+l. 
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Remark. This cocomplex has been obtained by Gerstenhaber and 
Schack (see [9, Sect. 11). The only difference is that we use here the 
bimodule r instead of A/E; this will be useful in Section 3. 
EXAMPLE. Let A=(: f) and cy=(y t), s=(A 8), t=(z 7). Clearly 
A = ksO kt 0 kcr and E= ks@ kt, r = ka gives a Wedderburn-Malcev 
decomposition of A. The tensor product r BE r is zero because CI = CIS and 
SCL = 0. For A4 a A-bimodule, the cocomplex of the above proposition is 
O---t M”d’ Horn,-,(r, M)- 0. 
In contrast, the Hochschild cocomplex is infinite: 
O-M-Hom,(n,M)-Hom,(nO,n,M)-.... 
Remark. By definition, the Hochschild homology groups of a 
A-bimodule A4 are defined by 
H.(/i ,$f)=Tor!@“‘” I 9 (M, A). 
With the same hypothesis as in Proposition 1.2, we obtain that they are 
the homology groups of the complex. 
rQ,_.M-S Mi(sm-msImEM,sEE)-0, 
where 
d(x,Q . . . @xiOm)=x,O ... Ox,Omx, 
xX(-l)‘x,Q ...Qx~x~+~Q . ..@x.@m 
+(-l)‘x,@ ... @xi-l@x,m. 
Using this complex the following result about homology follows 
immediately (compare with [3]). We are not going to use it in this paper, 
we include it here as an application of the resolution of Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra such that 
A/r=kx ... x k. Let Q,, be its Gabriel quiver. Assume Qn has no oriented 
cycle. 
Then 
H,(A, A)=0 for i>O 
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and 
Proof Consider a presentation cp: k& + n (see the Introduction) and 
the complex of the remark above for M = LI and E = kQO c kQ,/ker cp. The 
E-bimodules Y @Ei OE- E LI are zero for i > 0 if Q,, has no oriented cycles. 
Indeed 
The first term is generated by the (i + 1 )-path partitions of oriented cycles 
of length greater than i + 1, and the second one is generated by the i-path 
partitions of oriented cycles of length greater than i. 
3. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
As in the previous section, we consider A a finite dimensional algebra 
over a field k such that A/r is a separable k-algebra, where r is the Jacob- 
son radical of /i. The Wedderburn-Malcev theorem ensures that we have 
a decomposition LI = E@ r, where E is a subalgebra of /i. For each 
Lbimodule M we denote C(M) the cocomplex we have obtained in 
Proposition 2.2. 
The powers of the radical gives a filtration by &bimodules of the 
/i-bimodule LI. We deduce a filtration by sub-cocomplexes of the 
cocomplex C(n) 
O=C(rm)cC(rmpl)... cC(r’)cC(r)cC(A), 
where m is the positive integer such that r”’ = 0 and r’+ ’ # 0. 
From this filtration we construct a spectral sequence (see for instance 
[ 111). The vector spaces at the zero level are 
Ed7 = CP+4(rP/rP+ ‘) 
with differentials d: Et9 + Egq+l equal to the cobords of C(rPjrp+’ ). At 
the first level we have Eyq = HPfq(A, rp/rp+‘). 
The filtration of C(n) is finite, so the spectral sequence converges tri- 
vially to the Hochschild cohomology. In particular we have the following 
trivial lemma, which we shall use in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf ETq =0 for all p and q such that p + q = 2, then 
H*(A, A) = 0. 
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Recall that the term EFY is the cohomology at ET*Y of 
where A is the differential at the first level. The next proposition gives a 
computation of A using a cup-product which we define first. 
There is a morphism of E-bimodules 
Here CI *fi is the projection module rpf y + ’ of the product ab, where 
a E rp and b E ry are arbitrary representatives of tl and /?. 
This gives a cup-product 
H’(A, rPjrP+‘)Qk Hj(A, rq/rytl)+ H’+j(A, rP+Y/rP+Ytl) 
defined as follows: let f: r @Ei -+ rp/rp+ I and g: r OEj -+ ry/ry + ’ be 
E-bimodules morphisms which are cocycles of Ci(rp/rp+‘) and Ci(ry/ry+‘). 
The cup-product of their cohomology classes is the cohomology class of 
where 
fug(x,Q ... QXiQXi+,Q ... Qxj+j) 
=f(x,Q ... Qx,)*g(xi+,Q .‘. Qxi+j). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist a canonical element z E H’(A, r/r2) such 
that 
is given by 
A: H’(A rp/rp+’ 9 ) + Hi”(A, rp+11rp+2) 
Af=~~f+(-l)~+~fu~. 
We need the following lemma in order to obtain the element 
rc E H’(A, r/r2) of the Proposition: 
LEMMA 3.3. For M a semisimple A-bimodule, we have 
H’(A, M) = Hom,_,(r/r’, M). 
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Proof: Consider the cocomplex C(M) 
O--P MEL Horn,-,(r, M)-% Horn,-.(r@.r, M)- ... . 
The radical of A Ok Aop is r @ EoP 0 E 0 rap 0 r Q rap, so M is a semisim- 
ple A-bimodule if and only if rM = Mr = 0. Using this, we obtain do = 0. So 
Again using that M is semisimple, we have 
In case M= rJr2 we have that 
H’(/1, r/r2) = {fe Horn,-,(r, r/r2) Ifl,z =O}. 
SO the canonical projection rc: r + r/r2 is an element of H’(/1, r/r2) and 
this is the.canonical element of Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. For each p 2 0 let rep: rp + rpIrp + ’ be the 
canonical projection. The algebra E Ok EoP is semisimple because E is 
separable, so all the E-bimodules are projective. In particular we can 
choose an E - E section G . rp/r p + I -+ rp of each rc 
From the spectral sequezce we know that A = 71 ,“; 1 6 where 
6: H’(A, rp/rp+’ ) + Hi”(A, rp+‘) 
is the connecting homomorphism of the long cohomology exact sequence 
associated to the exact sequence 0 --, rp+’ + rp -+ rpfrp+’ -+O. For f an 
i-cocycle of C( r p/r p + ’ ) we have df=da,f: For xi@ ... @xi+IEr@“E’+l we 
obtain 
+C(-l)‘apf(x,@ ‘.’ QXjXj+lQ “’ QXi+l) 
+(-lY+l [o,f(x,O ... @Xi)] xi+l. 
But f is an i-cocycle, so we have 
The first and the last terms of this sum are zero, because f takes its values 
in the semisimple 4bimodule rP/rP + I. 
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Applying oP to the middle term of preceding sum, we obtain 
=I(-1)‘0,f(x,@ ... @X,X,+,@ ... Ox,+,) 
and 
(df)(x,O “. OX,+,)=~p+,{~~,C~pS(X20 .‘. @x,+,)1} 
+(-l)i+171p+l([bpf(.‘C,0 ~‘~Ox;)]x,+,J 
=n(x,)*f(x2@ ‘.. @x,+1) 
+(-l)‘+‘f(.Y,@ .*. @Xi)*7r(,Yi+,). 
We are going to use the above proposition in case A = kQ/F” is a trun- 
cated quiver algebra (see the Introduction). For this sort of algebras, it is 
possible to give an explicit interpretation of the vector spaces at the first 
level of the spectral sequence as well as a modelisation for A. Once this 
work will be done, we shall compute ker A: H’(A, rp/rp+‘) -+ 
H3(A, rpt’/rpf2) in Section 4. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a quiver and Q; be the set of oriented paths of 
length i. Recall that we denote s(y) and t(y) the source and end vertices of 
an oriented path y. Two oriented paths 7 E Qj and p E Q, are parallel (nota- 
tion: y//p) if s(y) = s(p) and t(y) = t(p). 
Let Qi//Qj be the set ((y, P)E Qi x Q,/ y//p} and k(QJ/Qi) be the k-vector 
space with Q,//Qj as a basis. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A = kQ/F” he a truncated quiver algebra and p an 
integer such that 0 <p < m - 1. There are canonical isomorphisms 
H’(A rplrp+‘) = k(Q,//Q,) 
H2(.4 rplrp+‘) = k(Q,,,NQ,) 
H3(A, rp/rp+’ -k I- (em+ J/Q,). 
Remark. More generally, one can prove 
H’(A, rp/rp+‘) = 
{ 
k( Qnm//Q,) if i=2n,n>l 
4Q nm + ,/IQ,) if i=2n+ l,n>O 
but the proof is easier in low degrees and we only need the result for 
i= 1, 2, and 3. 
Proof The semisimple A-bimodule rp/rp + ’ has a canonical decomposi- 
tion Qps e,,kp, where kp is the one dimensional vector space equipped 
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with the evident simple A-bimodule structure determined by the source and 
end vertices of p. It follows that H’(A, rP/rp+ ‘) = @,,o,H’(A, kp). 
In order to study H’(A, kp) we define cohomology groups attached to 
oriented paths of Q. 
DEFINITION. Let y E Q, for 1> 0. For each i>O, we consider the set Pi 
of partitions of length i of y. More precisely (xi, . . . . xi) is an element of PC 
if each xj is an oriented path of positive length strictly less than m such that 
the composition x1 . . ‘xi equals y in the quiver algebra kQ. Of course 
Pk#@ if and only if idZdi(m-1). 
We consider the cocomplex 
0 + Hom,(kP:, k) -% . .. -% Hom,(kPL, k) d, . . . , 
where kPb is the vector space with basis Pi and 
dfx~~ ..7 xi+ 1) 
=C(-l)'+'f(~1,...,XjX~+l,...,~~+~) for fEHom,(kPi,k). 
We agree that if the length of xjxj+, is more than m for some j then the 
element (x,, .A, xjxj+ 1, . . . . xi+ ,) is zero in kPb. 
We denote by C, this cocomplex and by H, its cohomology. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let p E fQ,s = {p E Qp 1 s(p) = s and t(p) = t} for s and t two 
fixed vertices of Qo. 
For i>O, H’(4 kp)= @l,O@yE,e,sH~. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Consider the cocomplex C(kp) of the preceding 
section: 
O- (kp)EA Horn,-,(r, kp)A Horn,-,(rOEr, kp)- ... , 
where E = kQ, c A = kQ/F”. 
The differential d, is zero because kp is a semisimple bimodule. Moreover 
Horn,-,(r ‘s’.Ei, kp)=Hom,(tr@‘s, k) and trBgis= @,,o@yE,a,,kP~. 
Now it is easy to see that 
C(b)= 0 0 C, 
[ 
0 CWp)Elo, 
l>O y~rQ/s 1 
where [(kp)“lo is the cocomplex with (kp)E in degree 0 and 0 in other 
degrees. 
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LEMMA 3.6. For I > 0, consider y E tQ,s. There are canonical 
isomorphisms 
if I#1 
if I=1 
if l#m 
if I=m 
if I#m+l 
if l=m+l. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let p E tQ,s. The A-bimodule kp is isomorphic to 
Hom,(ks, kt) where ks and kt are the simple left A-modules corresponding 
to s and t E Q0 (see the Introduction). 
So we have 
H’(A, kp) = H’(A, Hom,(ks, kt)) = Ext>(ks, kr). 
For the last isomorphism between Hochschild cohomology and the 
functor Ext over the algebra A, see for instance [2, p. 1791. The dimension 
of Ext>(ks, kt) has been computed by K. Bongartz in [l, p. 4631. For A a 
truncated quiver algebra we have 
dimkH1(A, kp)=dim,Extf,(ks, kt)= ItQ,.s 
dim,H’(A, kp) = dim,Exti(ks, kt) = ItQmsl 
dim,H3(A, kp)=dim,Extj,(ks, kt)= ItQm+,sl. 
From the preceding lemma we have 
H’(A, kp)= @ @ H; for i>O. 
/>O y~rQ,.s 
For each element y of tQ,s (resp. tQ,,,s, fQm+ ,s) we are going to associate 
a canonical non-zero element of Hi (resp. Hz, Hz). By evident dimensions 
reasons, this will prove the lemma. 
Let a E tQls and consider f,:kPA = ka -+ k, f,(a) = 1. Clearly fD is a 
non-zero element of HZ (observe that Pf = Pi = 0). 
Let y E tQ,s and consider f?: kP: + k, fJx, v) = 1 for all (x, y) E P:. We 
have df?(x, y, 2) = -f,(xy, z) + f?(x, yz) = 0, for all (x, y, Z) E Pz (observe 
that the lengths of xy and yz are less than m, because the lengths of x and 
z are at least 1 and y is of length m). This 2-cocycle jI$ is not a cobord: 
indeed for g: P: =ky + k we have dg(x, y)= g(xy)=O for (x, y)~ P; 
because the length of x-v is the length of y which is m. 
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LetwQm+l s and denote c the last arrow of y. We considerf,: kP: + k, 
We have #Y(~, y, z, U) = -f,(xy, z, u) +fY(x, yz, U) -&,(x, y, zu) = 0 for all 
(x, y, z, u) E Pz. Indeed, if zc # c all the terms are 0; if x= c we have 
dS,(c, y, z, U) =fI(c, yz, U) - &(c, y, zu) = 1 - 1 = 0 (observe that the lengths 
of yz and zu are less than m because c is of length one, u of length at least 
one, and the total length of y is m + 1). 
This 3-cocyclef, is not a cobord: let g: P: + k be a k-linear map. For the 
particular element (c, fl, a) E P: where c is the last arrow of y and a the first 
one (so fi is the oriented path of length m - 1 such that c/?a = y in the 
quiver algebra), we have dg(c, & a) = - g(cfl, a) + g(c, pa) = 0 because cfl 
and /Ia are of length m. We infer dg # f, because f?(c, 8, a) = 1. 
The canonical isomorphisms of Proposition 3.3 are now obtained 
collecting all the previous informations. To get them explicitly we define 
pi= u,>ou y E o,P: which is a k-basis of I M for i > 0. 
We obtain 
k(QJ/Q,) --) H’(4 rpIrp+l) 
wheref~,,,W= P andf (U,,,(y) = 0 for all y E PI\{ u} (notice that P’ is just 
the set Q,uQ2u ..* uQ+,). 
WQm//Q )-+H2U ,rr ) “/ ‘+’ 
(Y,PP)C~~,Y):rQErjTPITp+l, 
where f(,, p~(~, y) = p for all (x, y) E P: and f(,, p)(~, II) = 0 for all other 
elements of P2. 
k(Q, + d/Q 1 P-) H3(4 rpIrp + ‘) 
(Y, P) w-o,, p): rQErOEr+rPjrP+’ 9 
where f(,, p)(x, y, z) = p if (x, y, z) E P: and x is the last arrow of y, and 
f,,, p,(~, u, w) = 0 for all other elements of P3. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A = kQ/F” be a truncated quiver algebra. The 
following diagram is commutative for 0 4 p < m - 2: 
H2(A, rpjrJ'+')-% H3(A, rp+‘/rP+‘) 
II II 
k(QmliQ,) -% 4Q, + ,llQp + 11, 
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where A is the differential at level 1 of the spectral sequence, the vertical 
isomorphisms are the canonical ones of the previous proposition, and 
WY, PI = C Cay3 ap)- C W pa). 
OEQl UEQl 
Remark. The element (ay, ap) of Qm+ J/Q,+ 1 is obtained by adding the 
arrow a at the end of y and p. If s(a)# t(y)= t(p), then (ay, ap)= 
O~k(Q,+,llQp+,). 
ProoJ: Let (y, P)EQ,//Q,, and f,,,,,: r@Er+rPjrP+’ be the corre- 
sponding 2-cocycle. From Proposition 3.2 we have AJ,, = II ufy -A; u n, 
where rc: r +/r2 is the canonical projection. Notice that 7-t =~aEQ,fca,u,, 
using the identification of k(Q,//Q,) with H’(/1, r/r’). Then a simple 
verification gives 
r Ufi,. P) -f,,.,, ‘J71= c f,uy.ap,- c fi).O.pa,. 
UEQl UEQl 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A = kQ/F” be a truncated quiver algebra. The 
differential at Ievel 1 of the spectral sequence A: H ‘( A, r p/r p + ’ ) --f 
H’(A, rpf’/rp+‘) iszerofor O<p<m-l andm>2. 
Proof: Let (a, p)~ Q,//Q, and f,,,,, be the corresponding 1-cocycle. 
From Proposition 3.2 we have 
Afw./,,= ~uf(,,p,+f,u.p,u~. 
Recall that P2 is a k-basis of rOEr. 
A simple inspection shows that n u f,,, p, and f,,, p) u n decomposes in a 
sum of 2-cocycles (using 7~ = CC. Q,f,c, ~ ,). Each one of these 2-cocycles 
takes values in kcp or kpc and has non-zero values only on the elements 
of Pz for y an oriented path of length 2. When m # 2, we know from the 
proof of Lemma 3.6 that these cocycles are zero in H*(A, rPf ‘/rpf2). 
Remark. It is possible to prove a generalisation of Theorem 3.7 and 
Lemma 3.8. Namely 
A: H’“(A, rP/rp+‘) + H*“+‘(A, rp+‘/rp+‘) 
is given (through the canonical identifications) by 
D: 4Q,n//Q,) -4Qtm+ J/Q,+ I) 
(Y, P)++ 1 (a ap) - C (v4 ~01 
~~~Ql UGQl 
for n>O and Odpdm-2. 
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We have also that 
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A: H2”+ ‘(A, rP/rP+ ‘) + H’“+‘(A, rP+ ‘jr”“) 
iszeroforn>Oifm>2andforn>l ifm=2 
4. VANISHING CONDITIONS AT LEVEL 2 
As before Q is a quiver, m an integer (m 2 2), and A = kQ/F” a 
truncated quiver algebra over an arbitrary field k. 
The objective of this section is to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
on Q called “vanishing conditions” such that the terms of total degree 2 at 
level 2 of the spectral sequence of n vanishes. This conditions will imply 
that H2(A, /i) = 0 by evident considerations on the spectral sequence. 
However, we cannot directly assert the converse, ‘namely that if 
H2(A, A) =0 then the vanishing conditions are satisfied. To do so we 
should know that the spectral sequence collapses at level 2, but we don’t 
know if this is true. 
Nevertheless we shall prove in Section 5 that if the vanishing conditions 
on Q are not verified, then the algebra n is not rigid (for a definition, see 
Section 5). Using the result of Gerstenhaber (if H2(A, A) = 0 then n is 
rigid) we obtain the main result of this paper: a truncated quiver algebra 
is rigid if and only if the vanishing conditions are satisfied. 
As a consequence we obtain that a truncated quiver algebra is rigid if 
and only if its HZ is zero. For other sorts of algebras this is false: in [9] 
Gerstenhaber and Schack gave examples of incidence algebras of finite 
posets which are rigid but with non-zero H2. 
Let us first prove that we can assume that Q has no loop. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Q a quiver with a loop b at a vertex s and A = kQ/F” 
for some m > 2. Then H2( A, A) # 0. 
Proof: Let P2 be the canonical basis of r@,g. Define f: r @,g --f A by 
f(bi,b’)=b”-’ for i>O, j>O, i+j>m, and f(x,y)=O for all other 
couples (x, y) E P2. This E-bimodule homomorphism is a 2-cocycle which is 
not a coboundary by an easy computation. 
In order to obtain the terms ETq with p+q= 2, notice that as an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 3.8, we have for m > 2 
EP.q= ker A: H2(A rp/rp+’ 7 ) + H3(A, rp+‘/rp+2) (*I 
for p + q = 2. If m = 2 the differential A: H ‘(A, A/r) + H2( A, r) is not zero 
in general. But if we assume that Q has no loop, then H ‘(A, A/r) is zero 
by Lemma 3.3, so we obtain ( * ) for all m 2 2. 
607/79/l-3 
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The pattern of d we gave in Theorem 3.7 enables us to study its kernel. 
To do so, we need some definitions which arise naturally when trying to 
compute dim, ker A. 
From now on Q is a quiver without loop. Recall that if s E Q,, we have 
Q,s= (uEQ,~s(u)=s} 
sQ,=(a~Q,~t(a)=s}. 
We want to define an equivalence relation on the set Q,//Q, for 
O<p<m-1. 
DEFINITIONS. Let (y, p) E Q,//Q, b e a couple of parallel paths from 
SEQ, to t,Q,. 
l We say that (y, p) ends at a sink (resp. starts at a source) if 
Q,t=@ (resp. sQi=@). 
l We say that (y, p) ends together (resp. starts together) if the last 
(resp. the first) arrows of y and p coincide. 
Suppose (y, p) E Q,,,//Qp starts together, so y = fa and p = bu for a E Q, 
and (9, 6)~ Q,,- i//Q,- i (recall that p is strictly positive). Moreover, 
suppose (y, p) does not end at a sink. 
A +movement of (y, p) is the couple (~7, cfi) E Q,//Q,, where c is some 
arrow in Qi t. 
If (y, p) E Q,J/Qp does not start together or does not end at a sink, no 
+movement is defined on (y, p). We say that (y, p) is a +extreme. 
Similarly, a -movement of (y, p) E Qm//Qp is defined if (y, p) ends 
together and did not start at a source. If no -movement can be defined, 
we say that (y, p) is a -extreme. 
The equivalence relation on Q,,,//Qp is now the obvious one: (y, p) is 
equivalent to (y’, p’) if there exists an arbitrary sequence of + and 
-movements transforming (y, p) in (y’, p’). 
There are some special equivalence classes in em//Q,: we call an 
equivalence class a p - medal if all its + extreme elements end at a sink and 
if all its -extreme elements start at a source. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Q be a quiver without loop and A = kQ/F” a 
truncated quiver algebra for m > 2. 
Let A: H*(A, rp/rP”) + H3(A, rp+‘/r p + *) be the differential at the first 
level of the spectral sequence. 
Then, for O<p<m-1, we have 
dim,ker A = number of p - medals. 
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We need two easy lemmas which follow the next definition. 
DEFINITION. Let x= &, P~EPm+,,,4p+,~~Y, ,,(y, p) be an element of the 
vector space k(Q, + J/Q, + I ). Its (y, p)-coordinate which we denote 
(Y, PI* (4 is xc?, p). The support of x is the set of (y, p) E Qm+ J/Q,+ r such 
that (Y, PI* 6) = xcy. p, Z 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (Y, P) E Qm//Qp, with common source vertex s and 
common end vertex t. The support qf D(y, p) is the set 
Moreouer, (ay, w)* WY, P)) = 1 for a E Ql t and (ra, pa)* (D(r, P)) = 
-1for aEsQ,. 
Proof By definition, 
WY, P) = c Car, w- c (w, pa) 
OEQl aeQ, 
with (ay,ap)=O if a#Q,r and (ya,pa)=O if a$sQ,. We only need the 
following facts: 
(ay, ap) # (a cp) if a, cEQlt and aft 
(ra, pa) # (YC, PC) if a, c E sQl and a#c 
tar, w) f  (Yc, PC) for aEQd and case,. 
The two first assertions are trivial, the last one is true because Q has no 
loop. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (y, p) be a couple of parallel paths in Qm//Qp. Let 
(ay, ap) (resp. (ya, pa)) be an element of the support qf D(y, p). 
Let (Y’, P’) E QA’Q, with (Y’, P’) Z (Y, P). 
The elements (ay, ap) (resp. (ya, pa)) is in the support of D(y’, p’) if and 
only if (y, p) starts (resp. ends) together and (y’, p’) is the + (resp. - ) 
movement of (y, p) correspolading to a. Moreover (ay, ap)* D(y’, p’) = - 1 
(resp. + 1). 
Proof Let (y’, p’) E Q,//Q, such that (ay, ap) is in the support of 
D(y’, p’). Then either (ay, ap) = (cy’, cp’) or (ay, ap) = (y’c, p’c) for some 
arrow c (use the lemma above). In the first case we obtain a = c, y = y’, and 
p = p’. In the second one we infer that y and p start together with the 
common arrow c and we can write (y, p) = (jk, PC) for (j, fi) E Q,,, _ J/Q,- r. 
We have (y’, p’) = (a?, ab) so (y’, p’) is the +movement of (y, p) associated 
to a. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.2. For each p-medal M, let us consider the 
medal sum &4, an element of k(Q,//Q,): 
M= Jg (Y,P). 
(Y. PIE M 
We assert that the set {&4} where M runs over the set of p-medals is a 
basis of ker D. 
First we prove that ME ker D. Let (y, p) E M and suppose (ay, ap) is in 
the support of D(y, p). Clearly (y, p) does not end at a sink, so it is not a 
+extreme, because M is a p-medal. This means that (y, p) starts together 
and Lemma 4.4 gives us a unique element (y’, p’) in the medal such that 
(a?, ap) is in the support of D(y’, p’). Moreover the (ay, ap) coordinate of 
D(y’, p’) is - 1. 
Second we have that if x =C,r,P,tem,,Qp~~~i’,P)(~, p) is in the kernel of D, 
then x is constant on the equivalence classes. More precisely if xty. pI # 0 
for some (y, p) and if (y’, p’) is a + or -movement of (y, p), then 
*w. P’) = xc?, p,. This is clear from Lemma 4.4. From this we infer formally 
that if x,~. pJ = 0, then xcyz, pS, = 0. 
Third we record that if x E ker D and (y, p) is a + (resp. - ) extreme 
which does not end at a sink (resp. starts at a source), then xc.,, pJ =O. 
Indeed, (ay, up) is in the support of D(y, p) and there is not any other 
(y’, p’) with (ay, ap) in the support of D(y’, p’) (such an (y’, p’) should be 
a + movement of (y, p) by Lemma 4.4). 
Finally we note that the set of medal-sums is linearly independent 
because the supports of any two different medal-sums are disjoint. 
We need now to study the casesp=Oandp=m-1. Forp=m-1 we 
have A: H*(A, t-“-l ) -+ 0 because rm = 0. Using Proposition 3.4 we obtain 
that E T-1,3-m = 0 if and only if Q,//Q,_, = 0. For p = 0, we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. In the situation of Proposition 4.2, consider 
A: H*(/i, A/r) + H3(A, r/r’). 
The dimension of ker A is the number of connected components of Q which 
are oriented crowns of length m like the following one 
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Proof. We study the kernel of 
D: k(Q,//Q,) + k(Qm+ I//QI). 
Let x E ker D and consider y = ym . . . y , an oriented cycle at the vertex s, 
i.e., yieQ1 for ldi<m and s(y,)=t(y,)=s. So (y,s) is an element of 
QJQ, and we consider the (y, s) coordinate x~~,~) of x. 
We assert that if there exist some arrow a E sQ i u Q, s, with a # y, and 
G% then xc,,,) = 0. Indeed, (ay, a) (or (yu, a)) is in the support of D(y, s) 
and is not in the support of D(y’, s’) for any (y’, S’)E QJQ, with 
(Y’, s’) f (Y, s). 
Moreover if sQi u Q,s= @, we consider (y’, S~)E Q,//Qo where 
1 
Y =YIYm-"Y2 and s’ = s(y2) = t(y,). Clearly x~~,~, = x(,l,,l) using the fact 
that (Y 1 Y,. “y2y1, y,) is in the support of both D(y, s) and D(y’, sl) but is 
not in the support of D(y’, s’) for any other (y’, s’) E Q,,,//QO.’ 
These two facts together easily imply the proposition. 
DEFINITION. The m-vanishing conditions on a quiver Q are the 
following ones: 
(a) Q has no loop. 
(b) There is no connected component of Q which is an oriented 
crown of length m. 
(~1 QJQm - I = 0. 
(d) Q has nop-medals for O<p<m- 1. 
Collecting the results of this section, we obtain the 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Q be a quiver, k afield, and A = kQ/F” where m > 2. 
If Q satisfies the m-vanishing conditions, then H’(A, A) = 0. 
5. DEFORMATIONS 
Let n be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k, and let K= k((x)) 
be the power series field in one variable. A one-parameter family of 
deformations of n is a structure of K-algebra over the K-vector space 
L= K@,A given by 
where 
f(u,b)=ub+xf,(u,b)+x2f,(u,b)+ . . . . 
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Remarks. For each positive i, the map &: n ok A -+ ,4 is k-linear. The 
term ab denotes the original product of /i. The k-map f can be extended 
in a unique way to a K-linear map f: L OKL --* L which gives the product 
of L. 
A result of Gerstenhaber (see [S]) states that if H2(A, n)=O, then n is 
rigid (which means that any one-parameter family of deformations of n is 
isomorphic over k to the trivial one obtained when f, = 0 for i 3 1). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let k be a field, Q be a quiver, and m an integer (m 3 2). 
The truncated quiver algebra A = kQ/F;” is rigid if and only if the 
m-vanishing conditions hold for Q. 
Proof: We know that the m-vanishing conditions imply that 
H2(n, /1) = 0, so ,4 is rigid. 
To prove the converse, we construct a non-trivial one-parameter family 
of deformations in each of the following cases: 
(a) Q contains a loop b. 
(b) Q is an oriented crown of length m. 
(c) Q has no loop and Q,,, ~ J/Q,,, # a. 
(d) Q has no loop and contains a p-medal M for some p such that 
O<p<m-1. 
The cases (a), (b), and (c) are easy: 
(a) Let b be a loop of Q. We consider the algebra KQ/Z, where 
I= (b”‘-xb”-‘, YlyEQ,\{b’=}). 
We assert that the set %? = Q, u Q, u ... u Q,-, is a K-basis of KQ/I. 
This fact gives an identification between K@,A and KQII which gives 
immediately that KQ/Z is a one-parameter family of deformations of 
kQ/F”. Moreover, this deformation is not trivial: the ideal I is different 
from F” c KQ where F is the two-sided ideal of KQ generated by Q, (see 
the Introduction). Alternatively, notice that KQ/Z has a non-trivial central 
idempotent: (xb)“-‘. 
If 6 is an oriented path of Q, we denote 1(6) its length. In order to prove 
the assertion, consider the set 
{s/l(6)3m and 6fb’) u (bm+i-xi+lbmpl for i>()}. 
This set is a K-basis of I and from this it is easy to prove that KQ = K%‘@ I. 
(b) Suppose Q is an oriented crown: 
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We consider the K-algebra KQ/I where 
I= (Yi-1 .-.YlYm . ..yi-xsi for 1 <i<m). 
It can be proven that the set %? is again a K-basis. In fact this algebra is 
isomorphic to M,(K), the algebra of m x m matrices over K. 
(c) Suppose Q has no loop and Q,,- J/Q, # 0. Let (y, p) be a couple of 
parallel oriented paths in Q,,- ,//Q,, and consider KQ/I, where 
There is no difficulty to prove that the set ‘2? of oriented paths of length 
less than m is a K-basis of KQ/Z. Moreover KQ/Z is not isomorphic to 
KQ,(kQ/F”) = KQ/Fm because its radical r verifies r”’ = ky # 0. 
The case where Q contains a p-medal is more difficult. The next proposi- 
tion states the result. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a quiver with a p-medal MC QJQ,, where 
ma2 and O<p<m-1. 
We set 
Q,"= b=QnMpEQ, ct. (Y,P)-). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Q be a quiver without loop and M a p-medal for 
O-=zp<m-1 (m>2). 
Let I be the two-sided ideal of KQ generated by Q,\Q,” and y - xp for 
all (Y, PIEM. 
The K-algebra KQ/I is a non-trivial one-parameter family of deformations 
of kQ/F”. 
In section 4 we have defined + and - movements of elements of 
Q,//Q,. We can also define + and - movements of elements of Qm. More 
precisely we have 
DEFINITION. Let y = ym .*.yl be an oriented path from ~EQ, to tEQ,,. 
A +movement y’ of y is y’=aym...yz, where aEQ1t. If Qlt=O, no 
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+ movement of y exists. We define similarly - movements of 1’. Collecting 
+ and - movements we obtain an equivalence relation on Q,,,. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Q be a quiver and M a p-medal. Then Q,” is an entire 
equivalence class in Q,. 
ProoJ Let y E Q,” and p E Q, such that (y, p) E M. If a + movement y’ 
of y exists then t is not a sink, so (y, p) is not a + extreme because A4 is 
a p-medal. The corresponding + movement of (y, p) gives then y’ E Q,“. 
Similarly, if a - movement y’ of y exists, we obtain y’ E Q,“. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a set of oriented paths of a quiver Q. We denote 
8 the set of oriented paths “generated by X”, namely 
X= {/?ycc )y E X, j3 and c1 are oriented paths such that 
t(E) = 4~) and t(r) = s(P)>. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let Q be a quiver and M a p-medal. Then 
M Q,nQ,\p,M=IZr. 
M Proof: Let /?ya E Q,, where y E Q,“. We assert that all subpaths of 
length m of &a are in Q,“. Indeed such a path y’ is obtained from y by a 
sequence of movements. Using the lemma above, we obtain that y’ E Q,“. 
DEFINITION. For A4 a p-medal, let fi be the following set of couples of 
oriented paths: 
A = { (Bycr, /?pcr) 1 (y, p) E ~4, fi and CI are oriented paths such that 
t(cc) = s(y) = s(p) and s(B) = t(y) = t(p)). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let Q be a quiver and M a p-medal. Let (A, B) and (A’, B’) 
be elements of I%!?. Then A = A’ if and only if B = B’. 
We postpone the proof of this lemma (which is technical) after the proof 
of the proposition. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. It is enough to prove that the set %’ of 
oriented paths of length less than m is a K-basis of KQ/L If it is so, KQ/I 
is a one-parameter family of deformations of kQ/F” which is not trivial 
because I# F” c KQ (see the Introduction). 
First we record that %9 generates KQ/Z as a vector space. Certainly the 
set of all oriented paths generates KQ/Z. 
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Let GEE. If bEe,\e,M, M then 6EZand 6=0 in KQ/Z. If (TEQ,, then 
there exist (A, B)E R with 6 = A. By definition A = xB in KQ/Z, and we 
notice that Z(B) < Z(A) (recall that p < m). If Z(B) 2 m, we reapply the pro- 
cedure to B instead of 6. If l(B) < m, then B E %’ and we have expressed 6 
as a multiple of a path of %. 
In order to prove that the set ‘%’ is linearly independent in KQ/Z, suppose 
there is a non-zero K-linear combination C,, y&c which lies in I. Clearly 
the ideal Z is K-generated by em\e,“u (A -xBI (A, B) EM}. We have 
(*I 
Let CE%? such that 1, #O. Recall that c$ Qm\Q,” and c #A for all 
(A, B) E n, by length reasons. So there exist (A, B) E li;r, with c = B. 
Moreover (A, B) is unique by Lemma 5.5 and 2, = -x1(,, BJ. Notice that 
Z(A) > m, so the final coefficient of A at the right hand side of ( * ) must be 
zero. 
By Lemma 5.4 we have e,” n Q,\Q,” = @ and we know that A l e,“. 
We infer there exist a unique (Lemma 5.5) (A,, B,) E &? with B, = A and 
I. L4.B)=44,,BI)* 
But /(A,) > Z(B,) = Z(A) and the final coefficient of A, at the right hand 
side of ( * ) must be zero. We reapply the procedure to (A,, B,) instead of 
(A, B), and continuing this way we obtain a contradiction using that the 
sum at the right hand side of ( * ) is finite. 
DEFINITION. A movement is a sequence of + and - movements, either 
in QmllQp or in Qm. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We just need to prove the following: for (y, p) 
and (y’, p’) elements of M, we have y = y’ iff p = p’. Indeed for (A, B) and 
(A, B’) elements of H, we have A = flytx, B = Bps, A = /?‘y’a’, and 
B’ = fl’p’a’ where (y, p) and (y’, p’) are elements of M. There is a movement 
along A taking y to y’. Because M is a medal, we know that the same 
movement can be applied to (y, p), transforming it into (y’, p”). We have 
B = b’p”a’. If we know that if (y’, p’) and (y’, p”) are in the same medal 
then p’ = p”, we infer B = B’. The same thing can be done for (A, B) and 
(A’, B) in &$;i; we obtain A = A’. 
Let us prove now that if (y, p) and (y, p’) are in M then p = p’. The proof 
of (y, p) and (y’, p) in M implies y = y’ is completely anologous. 
As a first case, suppose there exist (8, a) EM such that there is an 
oriented cycle at the common end vertex. Because M is a medal ( + extreme 
elements have to end at a sink) all the + movements for /I along this 
oriented cycle can be performed for (8, a). This implies that (fi, a) starts 
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together, their + movement also, and so on. We infer that /I = ~CX, and if 
(/I, cr’) is in M we obtain also /I = bcr’, so GI = ~1’. 
Now choose a movement taking (y, p) to (8, a). The same movement can 
be applied to (y, p’) (because it can be applied to y and A4 is a medal). This 
movement takes (y, p’) to (/I, a’). But we have proved that a = a’. So p and 
p’ gives the same path by the same movement. This implies that they are 
equal. 
The similar thing can be done if there is an element (p, CI) E M with an 
oriented cycle at the source vertex. 
The second case is the following: suppose that for each (7, p) in M there 
is no oriented cycle at the source or end vertex. 
For p an oriented path, we define the character xP: Q, + N by 
x,(a) = number of arrows of p which are equal to a. Notice that if p does 
not contain an oriented cycle and if p’ is some path such that xP = xP, then 
p=p’. 
If (y, p) and (y’, p’) are elements of M, we have x7, - xY = xp, - xP. So if 
y = y’, we have xp = xP,. Moreover if p has no oriented cycle, we obtain 
p = p’. 
We assume now that p has an oriented cycle. Let p = pP . . . p1 where 
pin Q, and let 
(so = S(Pl), s1 = S(PZ)? ...2 sp 1= 4P,h sp = 4PJ) 
be the sequence of vertices of p. Let s, be the first vertex such that there 
exist i> a with s;=s,. Let sb be the last vertex such that there exist i< b 
with si=s6. Notice that a and b exists because p has an oriented cycle. We 
have a db. 
This defines a canonical decomposition of p, which we write 
p=p+pop- where 
P- = Pu’.‘PI 
P+ =Pp”.Pb+l 
and 
PO=Pb”‘Pu+l = “the core path of p.” 
The assumption that there is no oriented cycles at the source or at the 
end of (y, p) implies a> 0 and b< p, so p, and pb are oriented paths of 
positive length. 
ASSERTION. Let M be a medal such that for each (y, p) in M there is no 
oriented cycle at their source and end vertices. Let (y, p) be an element of M 
such that p has an oriented cycle. Then for any (y’, p’) E M, the path p’ has 
an oriented cycle. Moreover, the canonical core paths of p and p’ are equal. 
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Proof of the assertion. Let (y, p)~A4 where p=pP...pl (P~EQ). Let 
p = p + pop _ be the canonical decomposition of p. It is enough to prove the 
assertion for (y’, p’) a + or - movement of (y, p). 
Suppose (y’, p’) is a + movement of (y, p): there is an arrow 
aEs,+l Q, sP such that p’ = ap, . . . pz. The sequence of vertices of p’ is 
(s 1, . ..? sp, sp+l ). We assert that the vertex s, of p (first vertex of p such that 
there exist i > a with si = s,) is still in the sequence of p’ and that s, is the 
first vertex of p’ such that there exist j > a with sj = s,. Indeed, if s, = sO we 
would have an oriented cycle at the source vertex of (y, p). Moreover, if 
there exist a vertex sd (d < a) such that sd = si for i > d, we obtain si = sP + I 
and (y’, p’) have an oriented cycle at the end vertex which contradicts our 
hypothesis. 
We prove similarly that the vertex sb of p is the good one for p’: first we 
notice that sb = sO is impossible. Second we record that the vertex sP+ , 
cannot have the property that there exist id p such that sj = s,, + 1 because 
(y’, p’) has no oriented vertex at sP+ 1 by hypothesis. 
The case where (y’, p’) is a -movement of (y, p) is completely 
analogous. 
We return now to our problem: if (y, p) and (y, p’) are in this special 
medal M, we want to prove p = p’. Until now we have the following: 
let p = p+ pop- and p’= p’+ pbp’L be the canonical decompositions. 
Then p,, = ph. Recall that we know also that xp = x,,,, so we obtain 
XP- + b+ =xp: +xp;. We would like to infer that p _ = pl and p + = p’+ . 
To do so we notice that p- and p’- are parallel paths: they have sO as 
common source vertex and their end vertex is the source of the core path. 
Similarly, p+ and p’+ are also parallel. 
Moreover, the sequence of sources of the arrows of p, and pb has no 
repetitions (this follows immediately from the definition of s, and sb for p). 
With these two facts, it is clear that xp- +xP+ = xPL +xp; implies 
p- =pL and p+ =p’+. 
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